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NON-TOXIC
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POWERFUL

NATURAL, NON-TOXIC CLEANERS
THAT DRAMATICALLY OUTPERFORM
PETROCHEMICALS

NATURAL
GREEN
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CHANGING HOW THE WORLD CLEANS

FOODPROCESSINGSOLUTIONS
Evolve Industrial Cleaners are unmatched in cleaning power
and are formulated for use in food processing facilities.

FOODPROCESSING
INTRODUCING EVOLVE
PLANT SANITATION SYSTEMS

EVOLVE
EVOLVE YOUR
YOUR CLEANING
CLEANING OPERATION
OPERATION
Food Plant Sanitation
◗◗ Dairy, soft-drink, syrup, beer and juice beverage plants
◗◗ Chips, candy, confectioneries snack manufactures
◗◗ Sausage, beef, fish and poultry meat plants
◗◗ Egg and vegetable plants
Supermarket, Deli and Meat Counter Sanitation
◗◗ Food prep equipment
◗◗ Meat lockers
◗◗ Freezers and walk-in coolers

Evolve All-Duty Industrial Cleaner 203 is available in one-gallon bottles,
15-gallon pails, 15-and 55-gallon drums, 275-gallon totes and even tanker delivery.
Contact us today to receive samples of Evolve Industrial Products.

Evolve dramatically reduces costs
Reduce Utilities
Evolve reduces utility charges by significantly
reducing utility and waste-water costs. Depending
on the size of your facilities, the savings add up
to thousands of dollars or more per month.
Lower Risk
Using natural, non-caustic, non-hazardous Evolve
can dramatically save your operation’s insurance and
liability costs, often eliminating chemical safe rooms.
Increased Output
By using the powerful cleaning technology
of Evolve, time spent in your cleaning
cycles is reduced—increasing your bottom
line, and reducing operating costs.
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Designed for the entire
ecosystem of your operation.

EVOLVE YOUR ENTIRE OPERATION
The Evolve non-toxic formula is safer
for employees, and drastically reduces
safety concerns by eliminating fumes,
burns, rashes, and allergic reactions.

Employee Safety
Create a safer and healthier
work environment for
your workforce.

Packaging &
Box Operations

Equipment

Janitorial
Finally, green products
that powerfully clean
offices, restrooms,
lunchrooms and more.

Protect your investments
with non-corrosive Evolve
All-Duty Industrial 203.
Saves gaskets
and paint.

Protect Your Products
Ensure a safer, daily cleaning cycle

Improve packaging and
shipping by reducing
dust from
your process.

PRE-CLEAN
EVOLVE WASH

Facility
Maintenance

RINSE
SANITIZE

Safer, more powerful and
non-hazardous solutions
for most surfaces.

Warehousing
& Storage

Shipping &
Transportation
Your shipping vehicles
carry your brand every
day. Evolve products
keep them clean.

Ensure your products
ship from a clean,
non-toxic facility.

Waste Water Stream
Eliminate pH Swing
by eliminating
drastic alkaline
and acids.

Protecting your Environment
Protecting your Employees
Protecting your Equipment

From the front door to your effluent output,
the natural and green formulations of
Evolve are powerful enough to handle
the needs of your entire facility.
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EVOLVE YOUR ENTIRE OPERATION

PROTECT YOUR
STAFF&EQUIPMENT
Imagine the cost savings for your operation
when your employees are working in a
safer environment and there is reduced
corrosive wear on your equipment.

Designed for the entire
ecosystem of your operation.

Employee Safety
Evolve creates a safer work
environment for your workforce.

◗◗ Reduce slips-and-falls
◗◗ Reduces absenteeism from chemical issues
◗◗ Reduces specialized training
◗◗ Reduces workers’ compensation claims
◗◗ Eliminate chemical safe rooms

Why is Evolve so dramatically different?

1

Evolve cleans without caustic
chemicals or abrasive additives.

2

Evolve uses significantly
less water and lower water
temperatures to clean.

3

Evolve is powerful, breaking
down greases and proteins
without using caustic acids.

4

Evolve is non-toxic and safer
with no harsh fumes and skin
irritants.

Equipment
Protect your investment in
equipment, machinery and vehicles
with Evolve All-Duty Industrial 203.

Whether cleaning machines and equipment
on your plant floor or heavy duty vehicles in
a wash area, the non-toxic, non-hazardous,
fume-free Evolve formula is a grease and grime
killer, leaving surfaces and paint untouched.
Evolve powerfully and safely keeps your facility and
fleet looking great. Traditional cleaning formulas
are toxic, corrosive and destroy surfaces. When you
use Evolve throughout your operation, your EH&S
Officer can be confident that employees will be
safer and the effluent stream will be protected.
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EVOLVE YOUR ENTIRE OPERATION

PROTECT YOUR
PRODUCT&FACILITY
Evolve is the first non-toxic, natural
cleaning system capable of meeting
the needs of your entire operation.
From the front door to your effluent output,
the natural and green formulations of
Evolve are powerful enough to handle
the needs of your entire facility.

Evolve decreases
your utility costs
The breakthrough technology of Evolve works
with less water and at lower temperatures,
breaking down the grease hydrocarbon
chain without high water temperatures.
As a result, using Evolve reduces the
carbon footprint for your plant.

Designed for the entire
ecosystem of your operation.

Facility Maintenance
Safer, more powerful and
non-hazardous solutions
for most surfaces.

From floor to ceiling, interior and exterior,
environmentally safe Evolve formulas can be
used in conjunction to save on both the amount of
chemicals released into the environment and the
amount of gray water produced by your facilities.

Packaging &
Box Operations
Improve packaging and boxing by
reducing dust from your process.

Cardboard and wood used in your box operations
are often detrimental to your product and
the work place. With Evolve Industrial you
can now keep these areas, clean and dustfree, assured your finished goods will never
be exposed to caustic contaminants.
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EVOLVE YOUR ENTIRE OPERATION

SAVINGS FROM
FRONT TO BACK
Evolve products are developed to assist
in meeting compliancy for food and
safety inspections, quality inspections,
OSHA and other guidelines.

Designed for the entire
ecosystem of your operation.

Janitorial
Finally, green products that
powerfully clean offices,
restrooms, lunchrooms and more.

The Evolve janitorial line delivers noticeably
improved results over chemical-based
cleaners, as its natural formula quickly cleans
and deodorizes surfaces and fabrics by
penetrating soil, grease, and heavy organic
material in seconds. Your EH&S Officer can
be confident that employees will be safer
and the effluent stream will be protected.

Warehousing
& Storage
Ensure your products ship from
a clean, non-toxic facility.

Evolve ensures that your products and boxes
ship from a clean, green facility, leaving
no environmental impact, while allowing
you to maintain immaculate, coolers,
warehouses and storage facilities.
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EVOLVE YOUR ENTIRE OPERATION

THE BENEFITS
FLOW DOWNSTREAM
Evolve works with less water and at lower
temperatures, breaking down the grease
hydrocarbon chain without high water
temperatures. As a result, using Evolve
reduces the carbon footprint for your plant.

Designed for the entire
ecosystem of your operation.

Shipping &
Transportation
Your shipping vehicles carry
your brand every day.

Evolve powerfully and safely keeps your
fleet, and your brand, looking great.
Traditional vehicle cleaning formulas are
toxic, corrosive and destroy surfaces.
Evolve natural products clean better, protect
your vehicles and require less water.

Waste Water Stream
Dramatically improve
your effluent output to
local waste water.

Traditional chemical cleaners use strong acids,
caustic agents, poisons and contaminates.
As you know, combining these throughout
your operation can make waste water
compliance nearly impossible. Evolve Industrial
Cleaners are non-toxic, non-caustic, with
no intentionally added VOAs, or VOCs.
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Evolve saves you money

Formulated to minimize utility, labor,
and chemical costs while dramatically
reducing safety concerns.

Evolve often
reduces
operational
costs by 20%
or more

OVER

20%

Experience a food processing facility
free of harsh and toxic chemicals
Your staff will be safer, happier and more
efficient using Evolve Industrial Products.
◗◗ Non-hazardous / non-toxic / non-caustic
◗◗ Free of petroleum-based chemicals
◗◗ Does not irritate skin, cause rashes or emit VOC’s

E
MOR CTS
U
D
PRO ILABLE
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Complete your food processing facility
cleaning solution with a full range
of Evolve products: Heavy-Duty
Industrial Cleaner 205*, Laundry
Complete 205L, and Hard Water
& Scale Remover.
Contact us for more information.
* This product contais at most 5% Sodium Hydroxide,
and therefore carries a higher health rating, requiring
certain Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and
environmental controls as set forth in its MSDS.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS
EVOLVE ALL-DUTY INDUSTRIAL CLEANER 203
Physical State
Color
Odor
pH
Melting Point /
Freezing Point
Boiling Point
Flash Point
Flammability
(solid, gas)

Concentrate

Ready-to-Use

Viscous liquid

Water-like liquid

Clear to Amber

Clear to Amber

None to Mild

None to Mild

10.7-10.9

7.6-8.4

< 5°C (41°F)

< 0°C (32°F)

> 112°C (233.6°F)

> 100°C (212°F)

> 220°C (428°F)

> 220°C (428°F)

Non-Flammable

Non-Flammable

Solubility 100%
Density 1.16 g/mL

Take the EVOLVE challenge.
See, feel, and smell the difference.
Test the Evolve Industrial Cleaning products against your
current chemical cleaners and see the results for yourself. The
proven technology of Evolve products outperforms virtually all
chemical and eco–friendly cleaners to provide dramatically
superior results. Not only will you protect your employees and
equipment, your effluent stream will be significantly improved.

100%
1.16 g/mL

HAZARDOUS IDENTIFICATION
Not a likely route of exposure.
Remove to fresh air if irritation
Inhalation
occurs. If symptoms develop,
obtain medical attention.

ARE YOU READY FOR A

CLEANER & SAFER FACILITY?

This product may cause irritation

Eyes to the eyes after direct contact
with concentrate.

Exposure to skin normally does
not cause irritation or redness.
Skin
No toxicity associated with the
product being absorbed through skin.
No toxicity associated with ingestion.
Ingesting large volumes may cause
minor gastrointestinal distress due to
Ingestion
emulsification of grease and oil in the
digestive tract. Drink water to assist
in digestion if swallowed.

Natural, non-toxic Evolve technology will take your facility to a
new level of sustainability without sacrificing cost or efficacy.
Evolve: a new green, a new clean.

Contact us today for a full assessment of your facility’s needs.
AGAIA, INC.
(800) 992-4242 | Sales
(800) 712-4242 | Service & Support
(954) 366-7200 | US & International
www.AgaiaInc.com

U.S. Pat. No. 8,455,426. Additional patents pending.
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